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Appendix 2.3 2023 Tactical Plan

Under the Provincial Sales Tax Act, all designated recipients, including designated recipients not subject to the renewal application
requirement, must report to the Province annually. As such all designated recipients (or the designated recipient’s service provider), are
required to complete the following One-year Tactical Plan no later than November 30th each year for years two through five. If plans
are available earlier, please submit as they become available.  A Five-year Strategic Business Plan is required in year 1.

The One-year Tactical Plan must be consistent with the Five-year Strategic Business Plan and be based on the calendar year.

A sample Tactical Plan template has been provided below. However, the format of the Tactical Plan may be developed specific to
your community needs and resources.

Similar to the Five-year Strategic Business Plan, the One-year Tactical Plan must adhere to the MRDT program principles (see box).

Please ensure there is alignment between provincial tourism strategies and community tourism efforts. Additionally, designated recipients
should make their One-year Tactical Plans available to tourism industry partners.

If you wish to make material modifications to the Five-year goals, strategies or targets, the changes must be identified in the One-year Tactical
Plan and may require approval from the Province (see Section 11: Amendments in Program Requirements).

Your One-year Tactical Plan must contain the following information:

● An overview of the strategic direction from the Five-Year Strategic Business Plan
● Key learning and conclusions from the previous year
● Details about activities and tactics for the upcoming year
● Expected outcomes
● Availability of revenue from other sources to fund projects in addition to the funds from the tax (Reminder: funds from the tax must be

incremental to existing sources of funding. The funds from the tax must not replace existing sources of tourism funding in a
community)

● A proposed budget for the year ahead
For questions, please contact Destination British Columbia at MRDT@destinationbc.ca.

Quick Reference Guide

(from the MRDT Program Requirements):

● The intention of the tax is to assist designated recipients to fund tourism marketing, programs
and projects.

● Funds from the MRDT program are intended to augment current funding and cannot be used to
replace existing sources of tourism funding in a community.

● The MRDT program is intended to contribute to the increase of local tourism revenue, visitation, and
economic benefits and should be supported by local government and tourism stakeholders.

The MRDT program principles are:

● Effective tourism marketing, programs and projects
● Effective local-level stakeholder support, and inter-community collaboration
● Marketing efforts that are coordinated and complementary to provincial marketing strategies and tactics
● Fiscal prudence and accountability.
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2023 Tactical Plan Template

Designated Recipient: City of Campbell River
Designated Accommodation Area Campbell River, BC
Date Prepared: July 29, 2022
MRDT Repeal Date: March 1, 2023

Five Year Period: 2022-2027

A description/instructions pertaining to each section is provided in grey text as a guide only. The format
of your One-Year Tactical Plan may be developed specific to your community needs and
resources. If using this template, please delete the blue text and provide your response accordingly. If
using your own report template, please ensure it includes the following sections:

Overview and Context
to the 2023 Annual Plan
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Strategic Direction

Overview
This annual strategic plan is informed by our Five-Year Strategic Plan and an annual situational analysis. The
Five-Year Strategic Plan provides a roadmap for how Destination Campbell River (DCR) will work towards
achieving our collective vision (outlined below). The annual situational analysis assesses the current visitor
economy landscape (from macro to local) to determine which strategies within the Five-Year Strategic Plan
should be focused on within any given year.

Each annual plan will progress closer to the long-term vision for tourism in Campbell River. This annual plan
will bridge the gap between long-term strategies and short-term actions by providing the necessary tactics and
details to execute effectively. It will also stay true to Campbell River’s DNA and will support continued
collaboration across the community to sustainably move tourism forward in a way that benefits everyone in
Campbell River.

Vision
We are proud our city delivers life-changing, positive-impact tourism experiences through practical
stewardship.

Our vision is significant. We recognize that it might take time to realize it. We know we are succeeding when:

● Tourism businesses lengthen operating seasons.

● Residents maintain a positive attitude towards the tourism industry.

● Visitors rate Campbell River experiences high.

● The tourism industry’s environmental footprint is reduced.

● The DMO is recognized as effective and efficient in promotion, sustainability, and proper destination
management.
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Mission
Destination Campbell River will reflect and deliver on the ambitions of Campbell River’s tourism industry
through:

1. Collaboration: We will work with the local industry and community toward a future in which tourism remains
a key economic driver and people live in harmony with the natural environment. We will do this by making
sustainable choices in procurement of goods & services, by increasing visitor and resident education on
responsible tourism practices, and by participating in events and activities that contribute to carbon reduction,
waste reduction and enhancements to the natural environment.

2. Research: Working with community partners, we will gather and share data-driven evidence about what
draws visitors to Campbell River. This will enable the tourism industry to focus on attracting the right kind of
visitor – one who shares the community’s values and will treat this place with respect.

3. Industry alignment: We will be a supportive partner to all tourism industry partners in the region to
increase destination awareness, reputation, brand alignment, and cohesive messaging across all platforms.

4. Respect and inclusion: We will ensure that our work helps Campbell River become a more equitable
destination, so that all who travel here can enjoy their journey and feel welcome. We commit to being an equal
opportunity employer. We consider BIPOC representation in strategic and creative inputs and outputs, and we
work to highlight inclusive, safe, accessible tourism experiences in Campbell River for all intersections of ages,
ethnicities, socio-economic status, sexual orientation, gender identity and expression, and diverse abilities.

Destination Campbell River (DCR) has an important role in bringing the collective vision for tourism to life.
However, the overarching Five-Year Strategic Plan does not apply solely to this organization. The strategy is
for the tourism industry within Campbell River, and it involves everyone who participates in the tourism
economy.

Key Learnings and Conclusions
Tourism in Campbell River
Tourism continues to grow in Campbell River and the region. Year-over-year room revenues have increased
by 7%, according to MRDT reporting (January - May). Destination BC’s tourism indicator figures show that
year-to-date hotel occupancy in Campbell River is 1.5% above the provincial average of 78.3%, while the
average daily rate has been $165, well below the provincial average of $268.

While hotel occupancy and revenue have grown, the city’s pool of available rooms has shrunk. When the
Five-Year Strategic Plan was created (2021), room census data showed that Campbell River had a total room
inventory of 608 rooms. These were spread across 18 properties in the City of Campbell River and consist of
hotels, motels, and inns with more than four rooms. Since then, BC Housing has acquired two properties: a
41-room motel in May 2020 and a 34-room motel in spring 2022. With this total loss of 75 rooms, room
inventory now sits at 533. The loss of properties creates uncertainty about future MRDT revenues and has
significantly decreased inventory capacity for the destination.

Q1 2022 revenues ($102,267) showed a 28.15% increase over Q1 2021 ($79,800). This growth shows some
recovery and an increase in shoulder season travel. The average annual MRDT revenue since 2017 (2020
excluded) is $477,000, but this has not been consistent year to year. Uncertainty continues with the impacts of
lost inventory, which has a ripple effect across the local industry. This particularly impacts the ability to grow
within the summer season, when demand for accommodations and industry specific experiences are at their
height. Capital investment within the community will see a new hotel open in the spring of 2023, which will
replace the 75 rooms lost and add an additional 10 rooms to overall inventory. While this assists in the
immediate crisis, it is still not enough to increase capacity in the high season and support year-round growth.
As the destination evolves and progresses through stages of recovery, monitoring MRDT funding and room
inventory will be critical to destination management planning.
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Data from the AirDNA Marketminder platform shows the number of short-term vacation rentals available in
Campbell River. From July 2019 - July 2022:

● Studio and one-bedroom entire place rentals grew from 97 listings (July 2019) to as high as 143 (July 2022).
These are the types of listings that AirDNA believes are most likely to compete directly with hotels or “Hotel
comparable available rooms.”

● The hotel comparable listings add roughly 25 more rooms to the community room inventory.

● Total available listings for rent in Campbell River will reach as high as 158 by August 2022, according to
AirDNA.

AirBnB properties are not numerous enough to make a significant contribution to MRDT overall, but it is
important to note the increase, because private short-term vacation rentals compete directly with traditional
hotels and motels, and this impacts occupancy and rate indicators for reporting purposes. While vacation
rentals add inventory to the destination at sporadic times of the year, they are not a solution to the room
shortage within the community, and they do not make Campbell River competitive in travel trade spaces.
Although AirBnB properties have contributed to MRDT in the City of Campbell River since October 2018, there
is a proportionately low volume of eligible OTA dollars generated in the City of Campbell River. As per
consultation with the Tourism Advisory committee and as endorsed by Council, DCR will continue to dedicate
all efforts to destination marketing, management and visitor experience programs. DCR is not considering
exploring affordable housing projects with MRDT dollars at this time.

At the time of writing the Five-Year Strategic Plan, these five funding sources were identified: MRDT, industry
partner contributions, DBC Co-op programs, any available grants that the DMO would be eligible for, and the
City of Campbell River. Within the five-year plan, an annual amount of $250,000 was secured from the City. In
March 2022, the City redirected $100,000 of this contribution for the foreseeable future. Since this funding
comes from the City, these funds are not tied to the MRDT parameters of how funds are allocated. The full
$100,000 was not pulled out of the 2022 budget. Instead, a portion of funds was re-allocated to previously
unidentified marketing initiatives (marketing the city's airport), while the remaining amount stayed with
identified deliverables within the 2022 annual tactical plan. The impact of the change in funding within the
five-year plan is not yet known, as MRDT could potentially make up for the shortfall. However, it is important to
note that funding cuts do have a material impact on our tourism industry’s competitive advantage. For the
coming year, the $100,000 will remain a part of the overall annual program, but the amount will be directed by
the City Economic Development department to ensure the funds are used for marketing the airport and
supporting growth and awareness of that key transportation and travel option. MRDT continues to be an
unknown variable given the changes to inventory and various challenges that the local industry is navigating.
The visitor economy is increasingly competitive, and we will need to be prudent in advocating for funding  to
ensure that the industry has the capacity to succeed.

Traffic at the Campbell River Airport is lower than it was before the pandemic. In 2021, domestic traffic was
11.33% below pre-pandemic levels. As of June 30, activity in 2022 is 50% of the total activity in 2021.
Reduced activity is largely the result of how COVID-19 has impacted carrier services connecting Campbell
River to other BC destinations. International traffic remains significantly lower than at the height of 2019, but it
has been improving year-over-year since the pandemic began in 2020.  Pacific Coastal Airlines remains
operational, connecting YBL-Campbell River with the YVR-Vancouver South Terminal. Increased safety
measures are in place. Coast Mountain Air has resumed some connections but not yet with consistency. The
neighbouring Comox Airport continues to offer strong services, but has not reached pre-pandemic levels.
Continuity in carriers and direct connections has been unpredictable, but it is beginning to level out.

Visitor experience research is being conducted by The Sociable Scientists in summer 2022, and the insights
will be available in the fall. (Insert new metrics in the Fall)

Destination Campbell River uses Tourism Sentiment Index (TSI) to measure attitudes toward the city’s tourism
offering. Tracking the city’s Tourism Sentiment Score® against a competitive destination set provides insight
into Campbell River’s ability to build on its positive reputation and minimize weaknesses. TSI also indicates
where Campbell River over- and under-indexes on specific types of tourism assets based on the conversation
volume and the amount of promoters and detractors talking about Campbell River online. Campbell River’s
Tourism Sentiment Score® started at 22 in 2020, and is currently at 26. Compared with the averaged BC TSI
score of 20, Campbell River scores 30% higher. Campbell River is 24% higher than Canada’s average
Tourism Sentiment Score® of 21. Fishing, Wildlife Viewing, and Beaches are the positive drivers thus far in
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2022. In Q1 of this year, 28% of all conversations were positive advocates of the destination. The top three
contributing tourism assets in Q2 (Wildlife Viewing, Skiing, and Beaches) are performing in the top 15% in the
world. Wildlife Viewing is producing 30% of the positive brand contribution, with Skiing at 23% and Beaches at
11%. Campbell River has six tourism assets in the 85th percentile or higher. Benchmarked globally against
000s of destinations: Wildlife Viewing, Skiing, Beaches, Fishing, Hiking, and Cycling are performing well.
Campbell River has five tourism assets that are higher than the destination’s TSI score of 25.9. This means
those assets are exceeding visitors’ overall expectations of Campbell River (pre-trip) and are providing a
positive visitor experience (during and post-trip). While Campbell River does not have the volume of
conversations that other destinations do, the city continues to have a high Net Promoter Score. This
demonstrates that word-of-mouth recommendations are growing and that there is room for improvement.

Campbell River’s new residents and businesses continue to transform the city and inject a new vibrancy and
culture as the City invests in the attractiveness of the downtown core and waterfront. This will positively impact
the long-term opportunity for tourism in Campbell River. In the meantime, promotion of the city needs to reflect
reality and attract the right visitors for the Campbell River experience.

Anecdotally, at the time of writing this document, industry engagement and feedback helped the DMO staff
and agency to identify trends and triggers that will be monitored to assist in ongoing hypothesizing and
planning for 2023:

Key insights
● The MRDT has allowed the industry to be more cohesive and have consistent funding to strengthen its

offerings. It has bolstered this important part of the local economy which is a source of local pride.

● Consumers are re-evaluating their spending and are keeping sustainability, social responsibility, and
community in mind.

● The impacts of safety, natural disasters, and COVID-19 are top-of-mind among visitors as they plan trips.

● Traveller behaviour has changed significantly. There is a greater focus on meaningful outdoor
experiences and on cultural understanding of places and people.

● Traveller spontaneity has decreased, and people are doing more planning and pre-booking. This is due in
part to high travel demand and product shortages.

● Operators are motivated to have a stronger voice at the table related to resource management, land use,
and sustainability.

● Local industry is feeling the pressures of COVID-19, inflation, and labour shortages, which are now
manifesting in revenue losses, capacity limitations, and shortened operating seasons.

● Nearby domestic market segments are the backbone of visitation and produce values-aligned visitors.

● The competitive landscape for BC destinations is fierce. To make up for the lack of international travellers,
efforts must be focused to compete for domestic audiences and draw short-haul visitation.

● It is difficult to find seasonal workers, which impacts hours of operations and the delivery of expected
experiences.

● Returning friends-and-family travellers continue to be a strong market segment for local tourism
operators.

● Camping, fishing, and golf are activities gaining new interest and participation within the region, notably
within younger demographics.

● Similar to previous years, international travellers did not make up the majority of shoulder season traffic.
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Progress to date
Progress to date from the current operational year (2022) is broken out by the strategic priorities outlined
below. Each strategic priority comes from the Five-Year Strategic Plan, and each strategy is emphasized
differently in any given year depending on the context.

Strategy 1: Deliver experiences based on the principle of interconnectedness
Activities: Marketing, Destination & Product Experience Management, Market Research
Campbell River is a place where the connections between people, the environment, and the economy are
crucial for thriving. This strategy makes sure that connections and relationships are integrated into
experiences and made more visible.

● Quarterly brand themes have been created, implemented, and shared with industry partners for
alignment.

o Towards a Natural Harmony

o Where the Wild and Life Collide

o Slightly out of the Comfort Zone

● A playbook for brand theme implementation has been updated with quarterly marketing activities and
data.

● The Campbell River App was refreshed. The app highlights experiences and industry partners to
showcase the city's offerings and connect visitors to itineraries that are based on themes and interests
within the community.

Strategy 2: Build relationships with the Indigenous communities to steward the
destination collaboratively and equitably (Former strategy title: Establish a
Friendship Agreement with local Indigenous Nations to ensure that tourism
objectives include, value, and benefit Indigenous communities in Campbell River)
Activities: Destination Development, Collateral production, Research

This strategy ensures that the visitor economy evolves under the consideration of and in collaboration with
Indigenous communities.

● Engagement and relationship building was conducted in 2022.

o During this time, it was found that a Friendship Agreement is less meaningful to local Indigenous
communities than it has been in the past. They are looking for ongoing opportunities to
collaborate and have input. The wording of this strategy has been updated this year to reflect this
learning.

● The visitor guide, which is currently in development, is one example of a project in which Indigenous
communities have been engaged to provide input.

● Identifying future projects for collaboration and input is ongoing based on industry input and community
engagement.
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Strategy 3: Work towards a regenerative visitor economy through climate action and
other environmental initiatives (Former strategy title: Reduce, offset, and drawdown
CO2 emissions while eliminating waste and other environmentally harmful business
practices)
Activities: Destination & Product Experience Management

As the visitor economy evolves, it will do so in a way that addresses environmental impacts. DCR will work
with the industry to address climate change and other environmental pressures.

● A project to establish a baseline of emissions from the Campbell River visitor economy was completed.

● Visitor economy engagement through interviews and surveys is currently underway.

● After visitor economy engagement is complete, environmental action recommendations will be
developed.

Strategy 4: Build an annual capacity and demand plan and develop experiences to fill
seasonal gaps
Activities: Marketing, Destination & Product Experience Management, Visitor Services

This strategy represents foundational work to assess supply and demand which will guide other destination
management and marketing activities.

● This strategic goal was not a primary focus for 2022. In the coming year, actions under this strategy
include:

o Reviewing capacity data, travel sentiment, and visitor experience surveys to align consumer
demands with the local tourism industry.

o Enhancing local knowledge and expertise to ensure Campbell River increases the breadth and
depth of compelling visitor experiences while providing the necessary infrastructure and
amenities to encourage longer lengths of stay, repeat visitation and positive word-of-mouth
reviews and referrals.

o Work with the local industry to map out annual capacity drivers and demand.

o Work with the local industry to develop new capacity and address seasonal gaps.

Strategy 5: Grow and mature experiences and
supporting services
Activities: Marketing, Destination & Product Experience Management

As Campbell River evolves it will be important for experiences to mature to maintain competitiveness and to
keep up with visitor expectations.

● This strategic goal was not a primary focus for 2022. In the coming year, actions under this strategy
include:

● Ensuring visitor perspectives are considered in all significant local projects and ventures.

● Working closely with economic development partners to champion tourism as an investment opportunity
and a source of diverse, well paying jobs.
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Strategy 6: Align all Campbell River storytellers with the brand and the brand themes
Activities: Marketing, Destination & Product Experience Management, Research

This strategy encompasses a range of marketing tactics to strengthen Campbell River’s reputation. It is
important that all of these marketing efforts and their storytelling elements are aligned and coordinated.

● Media relations: Media leads and story starters from DBC and Destination Canada were shared and
themified. Editorials were published in the CV Collective, Strathcona Collective, Soar Magazine, House
Manor (x2), and the Times Colonist newspaper. DCR conducted interviews with local radio that speak to
the brand, values, and offerings of the destination.

● Ambassador program: There is ongoing engagement with core participants to create content and share
stories of Campbell River. DCR is cross-promoting created reels, posts and blogs with ambassadors. The
September ambassador content retreat is booked.

● Online engagement: As a result of continuous online engagement efforts, visitors and locals alike have
shared their experiences on DCR channels, which encourages authentic user-generated content (UGC)
and storytelling.

● Festivals and events: DCR created a database of activities that populates an event calendar on the
website. This has been a collaborative project with the City, local businesses and partners to ensure
aligned cross promotion, visitor engagement, and community awareness.

● Social media coaching for partners: This is being pursued through 1:1 sessions to strengthen
understanding, use, value, and alignment in messaging and approach.

● Programmatic digital advertising: The average engagement rate across DCR’s social media platforms
remains higher than the industry average (Engagement Rate = FB 22.14 %, IG 214.46 %. Growth rate =
FB 1.20%, IG 6.66%).

● A website overhaul is nearing completion with an expected launch in Q3 2022. The site enables the
sharing of more operator stories, UGC content, and Google Amp Guides, and it will improve the
consumer funnel.

● DCR is actively pursuing hub initiatives that align with three brand themes corresponding to niche
markets: Fishing 2.0, Cold Water Diving, and Natural Harmony.

Strategy 7: Ensure Campbell River maintains and protects core summer business
Activities: Destination & Product Experience Management, Marketing, Research

This strategy supports the summer season through marketing activities. During times when the summer
season is at or over capacity, promotion can be redirected to support the off seasons.

● Assessing the needs for summer promotion support is ongoing.

● Strong multi-day itineraries for the spring and summer seasons have been created.

● Always-on marketing initiatives continue to speak to the attributes of the destination while encouraging
early bookings for accomodation and experiences.

● DCR is working with DBC partners such as Golf Vancouver Island, Fishing B.C., and Island Ride
Mountain Bike B.C. to promote key activities within the region.

● Collaboration with industry partners allows DCR to continuously gauge and understand supply and
demand to ensure that promotion and marketing aligns with their needs.
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Strategy 8: Stimulate a four-season reputation through niche promotions
Activities: Destination & Product Experience Management, Marketing, Research

The focus is to target specific market niches as a means of expanding visitor interest into the off seasons.

● Fishing 2.0

o DCR developed a Fishing 2.0 Strategy and Action Plan. Engagement sessions with partners
were executed in Q1, and the draft action plan has been created. Industry validation and
engagement are slated for the fall. The full strategy will be completed in Q1 2023.

o A Fishing 2.0 campaign was launched in March 2022 and finished in June.

● Scuba Diving

o Development of a Scuba Diving strategy and action plan is in progress. Engagement sessions
with partners happened in Q2. Further engagement and research is slated for Q3 2022.

o Initial work has indicated that targeted destination development is needed in this niche before
larger scale promotion is appropriate.

o Promotion of this niche falls within the awareness stage, supporting local partners through
always-on media buys, blog posts, video promotion and editorial content.

● Nature-Based Travellers

o The Nature-Based Travellers Strategy and Action Plan is in progress. Activities so far have
included research, industry engagement, measuring traveller sentiment, a visitor experience
survey, and a passionography assessment.

o A Nature-Based Traveller campaign is expected to launch in Q3 2022.

Strategy 9: Ensure Campbell River is part of long-haul visitor itineraries, especially in
Western Europe
Activities: Marketing, Destination & Product Experience Management

This strategy makes sure that Western European travellers are aware of Campbell River and see it as a prime
destination for outdoor and cultural activities.

● This strategic goal was not a primary focus for 2022 due to international travel uncertainty throughout the
year. Future efforts regarding this strategy will:

o Tap into an international market that aligns well with DCR brand and reputation.

o Leverage a target market that often stays longer and spends more.

o Work with tourism partners to leverage and bolster existing efforts.
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Situational analysis

Global insights
● Health and safety

o COVID-19 uncertainty: The world is still dealing with COVID-19 impacts and new variants.

o Disease uncertainty: The world faces new outbreaks of disease (such as the monkeypox
outbreak) and heightened fear due to pandemic experiences.

● Economic

o Inflation, global instability and a potential recession can shake consumer and traveller
confidence.

o Gas prices and inflation make transport and accommodation more expensive.

o Rising prices affect operational costs for tourism businesses, many of which are still struggling to
recover from COVID-19.

o Shortages of labour may affect the quality of experiences for guests and visitors.

● Environment

o How green a destination is can influence its reputation and decisions to visit.

o Climate change and increased extreme weather events affect business and travel behaviour.

Canadian insights
● Macro trends

o COVID-19: Canada is often seen as a relatively safe country as the pandemic progresses.

o Economic: Pent-up demand for travel combined with consumer savings need to be balanced
against economic uncertainty.

o Social change: A newfound awareness of DEI and Indigenous reconciliation provided a unique
opportunity to catalyze real change and work towards genuine reconciliation.

o Climate change commitments and increased extreme weather events affect business and travel
behaviour.

o Accelerated digitization: The COVID-19 pandemic has further accelerated digital marketing and
management.

● Travel industry trends

o Access and transportation: It will likely take more time for air and ground transportation to reach
pre-pandemic capacity.

o Labour and skill shortages: Industry layoffs during the pandemic can result in staffing challenges.

o Higher prices: Reduced supply combined with inflation can result in higher consumer prices for
travel.

o Reduced business travel: Many businesses have learned to work and meet remotely.

o Product degradation: The pandemic has forced some operators to downgrade quality, while
labour shortages can further impact quality of experiences and damage reputation.

o Limited liquidity and reduced access to capital: It is becoming harder for tourism businesses to
find capital for investments.

o A shift in capacity and the roles of DMOs: DMO budgets have fallen 60% in Canada during the
pandemic, forcing them to adapt.
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● Market insights

o US: Visitor confidence in travelling to Canada is steadily rising as the pandemic risks decrease,
but confidence levels to travel to Canada safely are only at 50% (DC, April, 2022) and are not
trending upwards fast.

o Canada: Canadians are confident in travelling within their province or within Canada. Confidence
in international travel is around 50% but rising. (DC, May, 2022)

BC insights
● Macro trends

o COVID-19: There has been more confidence regarding travel within BC as restrictions ease.

o Economic: There is pent-up demand for travel despite economic uncertainty.

o Gas prices are not affecting travel to nearby communities or elsewhere in BC, but people are
more hesitant to travel elsewhere in Canada, the US or other countries.

o Climate: Extreme weather events affect business and travel behaviour. For example, travelling to
Vancouver Island to escape wildfires.

● Industry trends

o Regional share: Vancouver Island currently has 17% share of arrivals. Vancouver Coast
Mountain has the highest share of visitors at 45%.

o Air bookings to BC are rising: They are up 52% from last year, and 19% lower than 2019. More
time is needed for air and ground transportation to reach pre-pandemic capacity.

o BC occupancy rates are steady at 74%, only five points lower than 2019.

o Interest in BC outdoor experiences: Interest in outdoor activities has increased by 26% compared
to two years ago.

● Market insights

o US

o The top three choices are Ontario (56%), BC (48%), and QC (47%).

o Visitor confidence in travelling to BC is steadily rising.

o Canada

o Canadians are confident in travelling within their province or within Canada.

o Confidence in international travel is around 50% but is rising.

Campbell River insights
● Economic

o Supply chain disruptions and associated rising costs are of concern to the tourism industry.

o There are tourism specific supply chain shortages that can significantly impact travel to more
remote destinations such as Campbell River. An example of this is shortages of rental cars and
RVs.

o The cost of gas and housing is eating up discretionary spending for potential visitors.

o There is decreased carrying capacity as accomodation inventory has been depleted due to BC
Housing purchasing properties for social housing.

o Tightening of regulations on fishing and whale watching could have impacts on operators.

o Lack of capital reinvestment within the local tourism economy could stagnate destination
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development.

● Social

o War poses potential disruptions to international markets.

o There is the potential for future COVID-19 restrictions.

o Effective collaboration and/or partnership with Indigenous partners is seen by the industry as
important.

o There is a shortage of qualified workers.

o Travellers are looking for immersive and meaningful experiences. Operators see that visitors
want a more personalized experience, and they see the need for education and storytelling.

● Environmental

o Macro: Climate change and its impacts pose a growing threat to a tourism industry that relies on
the natural environment (e.g., wildfires and rising sea levels).

o Micro: Threats to local wildlife and ecosystems are the most prevalent environmental concerns
for the tourism industry (e.g., bears, whales, salmon, and their ecosystems).

Overall Goals, and Objectives
Overview
The following objectives are pulled from the Five-year Strategy and therefore represent overall objectives over
the course of the plan’s lifetime. Different selections of these objectives are included in relevant project plans
within their “Quantifiable Objectives” section.

Economic objectives
● Increase the available inventory of beds in accommodations (currently 533; target is 700).

● Increase the hotel average daily rate (ADR) (2020: $113; 2021: $130; target is $150).

● Maintain year-round hotel occupancy over 70% (Average: 74.9% in 2019; 67.81% in 2021).

● Increase shoulder- and low-season occupancy by 10% (Average: 63.4% in 2019; 60.85% 2021).

● See an increase in locally owned businesses through either capital reinvestment or new ventures.

● See an increase in the number of year-round downtown experiences that encourage pedestrian-friendly
gatherings. This will help local eateries to grow and maintain longer operational hours.

Reputation objective
● Increase Campbell River's reputation as a tourism destination in target markets and segments as

measured by:

o Increasing Tourism Sentiment Score® year-over-year.

o Increasing the total annual volume of online conversation to more than 50,000 (38,000 in 2019).

Quality objectives
● Increase Tourism Sentiment Score®. Scores to date: 22 (2020), 23 (2021), 26 (2022 to date).

● Increase Tripadvisor and Google reviews and ratings (benchmark needed).
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Environmental Objectives
● Participate in reducing greenhouse gas emissions by the tourism industry (current annual total is 35,546

tCO2e).

● Reduce tourism's impact on local ecosystems (benchmark discovery to occur in 2023).

Collaboration objectives
● Continue to build relationships and collaborate with local Indigenous Nations.

● Participation rate of >80% of tourism businesses as industry partners with Destination Campbell River.

● Conduct an annual survey amongst residents to measure support levels for tourism (benchmark based
on 2021 Resident Satisfaction Survey - no data yet available at submission for 2022).

Governance objectives
● Meet obligations related to the governance model and City contract.

● Maintain a 5% operating reserve to ensure fiscal responsibility with regards to seasonal cash flow and
MRDT recovery uncertainty.

● Leverage grant funds and sponsorships at a minimum of $100k over the budgeted MRDT annually.

● Keep administrative costs <20% annually.

Strategies
Overview
The Five-Year Strategic Plan outlines nine key strategies which can be dialled up or dialled down depending
on the annual context and needs. Based on an annual situational analysis, priorities will be determined within
these nine key strategies. This year’s annual plan will focus on the strategies outlined below.

Notes:

● Strategy #2 from the Five-Year Strategic Plan has been reworded below based on Indigenous community
feedback, but the spirit of the strategy is consistent.

● Strategy #3 from the Five-Year Strategic Plan has been reworded below based on feedback from the
visitor economy.

Focus strategies
● Strategy 6: Align all Campbell River storytellers and earned media with the place brand

● Strategy 8: Stimulate a four-season reputation through niche promotions

● Strategy 4: Build an annual capacity and demand plan, and develop experiences to fill seasonal gaps

● Strategy 5: Grow and mature experiences and supporting services

● Strategy 2: Build relationships with the Indigenous communities to steward the destination collaboratively
and equitably

● Strategy 3: Work towards a regenerative visitor economy through climate action and other environmental
initiatives
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Brand/content themes
● Towards a Natural Harmony

● Where the Wild and Life Collide

● Slightly Out of the Comfort Zone

Target Markets
Primary
● BC, AB, WA (drive market)

Secondary
● AB and Toronto (domestic flight)

● Western Europe (long haul)

Psychographic
● PRIZM

o Scenic Retirement

o Country & Western

o Boomer Bliss

● EQ type

o Rejuvenators

o Gentle Explorers

o No Hassle Travellers

Interest/passion-based
● Year-round

o Nature-focused travellers

● Off-season market segments

o Fishing 2.0 (new generation of anglers)

o Scuba diving

Desired length of stay and season
● Increasing length of stay from two to four nights.

● Promote mid-week stays to provide the traveller the opportunity to understand the destination more and
create deeper connections, encouraging repeat visitation.

● Increasing mid-week stays to lessen high-season demand and weekend congestion, alleviating
immediate pressure on supply.

● Spread visitation to the off season to maximize utilization of supply.
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2023 Tactical Plan
with Performance Measures
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Please provide a Project Plan for each major activity you will undertake in the year ahead using MRDT funds.
Authorized purposes of MRDT funds are tourism marketing, programs and projects and any other prescribed
purposes as set out by regulation.

Project plans should include the following information for each activity. The recipient can organize the
plan in a manner that best reflects their individual approach. Please note that Destination BC may share
relevant tactical information with applicable Destination BC program areas to facilitate increased
collaboration and alignment.

1: The major category of the activity. Examples could include marketing, destination and product experience
management, visitor services, etc.

Marketing, which may include:

● Media Advertising and Production (for example: print, radio, television, out-of-home, paper direct mail,
email marketing, search engine marketing, paid social media, display, and native advertising)

● Website - Hosting, Development, Maintenance

● Social Media Management Platforms and Tools (i.e. Hootsuite)

● Consumer Shows and Events

● Collateral production and distribution

● Travel Media Relations (for example: story idea creation, media and influencer FAM hosting/support,
attendance at media marketplaces, etc.)

● Travel Trade (for example: trade FAM hosting/support, etc.)

● Consumer-focused asset development (for example: curation or production of written content, photography,
videography, etc.)

● Other.

Destination and Product Experience Management, which may include:

● Industry Development and Training - Enhancing Education and Knowledge (for example: market readiness,
digital readiness, industry conferences, packaging and other tourism-related Industry Workshops)

● Product Experience Enhancement and Training (for example: Itinerary Development, Content Development
and Key Experience Creation)

● Research, Evaluation, and Analytics

● Other.

● Visitor Services, which may include:

● Visitor Services Activities (for example: staff wage and benefits, visitor services via social media, digital
tools, including mobile apps, kiosks, beacons, etc., , roving/mobile visitor services,  ambassador programs,
, FAMs)

● Other.

Meetings, Conventions, Events and Sport:

● Examples could include conferences, events, sales, sport ,  grant programs , etc.
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Affordable Housing:

● Details on affordable housing projects (project description and rationale, authorizing documents, budget
and applicable funding partners).

● Please complete and attach Appendix 1.8.

● Other:

● Other activities not covered by the above categories, such as capital expenditures if pre-approved by
government (prior to application), etc.

2: Please list and describe the tactics your community will use to achieve the strategies outlined in Section 1
of your Five-Year Strategic Business Plan. There may be several tactics for each activity.

3: Please provide an implementation plan that includes a short description, quantifiable objectives, rationale,
action steps, potential partnerships, resources, sources of funding, responsibilities, timeframe, budget, and
evaluation mechanism.

4: Please outline the performance measures, expected outputs and outcomes. Note, designated recipients
receiving a tax rate of 3% are subject to additional reporting requirements. Please refer to Appendix 2.2 for
more information about annual reporting of performance measures.

A Project Plan Template is attached on the following page for reference.
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Project Plan Template

A description/instructions pertaining to each section is provided in grey text as a guide only. The format of
your Project Plan may be developed specific to your community needs and resources. If using this
template, please delete the grey text and provide your response accordingly.

Major Category: Marketing (Strategy 6)
Activity Title: Align all Campbell River storytellers and earned media with the place brand

Activities: Always-on Strathcona 365; #MeetOurNeighbours (Regional Co-op Marketing Partnership
Program), Ambassador Program, Humans of Campbell River Program, Travel Trade media relations
& Travel Trade

Tactics:
These tactics will improve Campbell River’s reputation in alignment with its brand. Community engagement
and participation will be critical to ensuring local storytellers are reinforcing and cross-promoting the place
brand.

*Tactics are organized below according to earned, owned, and paid media categories.

Earned media
● Encouraging word of mouth among residents and potential visitors through social media.

● Hosting social media influencers, travel writers, and journalists to visit (with inclusion and
representation of  2SLGBTQ+ and BIPOC content creators).

● PR outreach; Travel Media Relations (story starters, media and influencer fam hosting/support).

● Support Destination BC-generated media fam tours and proactively secure earned and owned media
coverage (traditional and influencers).

● Regional travel media support, including digital asset provision and fact checking.

● Social media monitoring and moderation, daily posts on Facebook and Instagram.

● Instagram Stories and Highlights.

● Programmatic, native, and paid social ads.

● Limited print ads in key themed publications.

● Consumer-focused asset development (imagery, video, and written content).

● Growth of the Ambassador Program to create and inspire authentic community content.

● Respond to Destination BC-generated requests related to themed seasonal content.

● Respond and supply third-party requests for image sourcing for media and trade purposes; provide
fact checking for editorial and content.

● Engage in and maximize media opportunities. I.e., unique story ideas, itineraries, imagery, generate
press releases

● Work with DBC on digital media opportunities as part of the Powerful Marketing Network. Regularly
share story ideas, itineraries and imagery to include Campbell River and Region in their media
outreach tactics and media events (e.g. GoMedia, Trade & Media Marketplaces).

● Investigate and identify influential blogs, forums, and key influencers, securing coverage relevant to
target markets.
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Owned media (including local partners)
● Always-on content, including social media, website, and blog.

● Educating partners to increase marketing savvy and ensure brand alignment.

● Provide marketing assets that local partners can use in their marketing, including on social media.

● Hire content creators to develop visitor-focused assets, including imagery, video, and written content.

● Provide assistance in attracting and marketing to festivals, events, sports, and the film industry.

● Digital and print resources such as campaign display collateral, guides, and maps.

● Regional partner community landing page and content updates.

● Consumer e-news signups and distribution of monthly themed e-news updates.

● Humans of Campbell River channels and blogs.

● Consumer-focused asset development, imagery, video, and written content with increased sexual
orientation and gender identity (SOGI) diversity.

● Website refresh including a 2SLGBTQ+ travel page and travel blogs featuring SEO-optimized content.

● YBL content and messaging including social media, website and paid media buys.

Paid media
● Programmatic, native and paid social ads.

● Print ads in key themed publications.

● Content for digital display screens in YVR South, Main, YQQ arrivals/departures, YBL
arrivals/departures.

● Programmatic, native and paid social ads for YBL Campbell River airport to external markets.

Local Advocacy
● Educating partners.

● Encouraging word of mouth.

● Hosting operator round table discussions.

● Refreshing the brand guidelines yearly.

● Including operators in Humans of Campbell River.

● Increasing resident sentiment for the tourism industry.
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Implementation Plan:

Short Description:

To align Campbell River storytellers, DCR’s promotional efforts and storytelling will support seasonal
messaging, highlight partner experiences, and encourage trip planning via digital itineraries and content
creation. We will lead cohesive marketing and promotional activities that reinforce our brand and
destination identity in an inclusive and equitable manner. We will provide guidance to partners to support
the coordination of visitor economy marketing efforts in order to achieve a strong, unified voice and
reputation. This guidance will support values alignment and targeting travel markets that will provide holistic
value to the destination.

Continued efforts will include our regional rural partner communities in weekly #MeetOurNeighbours
content throughout the year; highlighting these communities in print & digital versions of the Discovery
Guide, Regional publications and on the campbellriver.travel/region area of the website. Regular website
enhancements, maintenance, refreshed content creation, and themed content are included in always-on
activities. This approach ensures local and regional industry partners collectively share and cross-promote
the themes and stories that amplify Campbell River and the Region as a unique destination.

By using our 365-always-on approach to support local and regional marketing efforts, we intend to meet the
goals outlined in the DBC Co-op Marketing Partnership guidelines:

● Drive consumer demand and increase tourism revenues by investing resources where and when
capacity exists.

● Leverage private and public funds to maximize the marketing impact.

● Support the execution of the Powerful Marketing Network by creating deep collaboration to enhance
our national and global competitiveness and supporting necessary capabilities such as shared data
and content, and industry digital readiness.

In ensuring stories of Destination Campbell River are inclusive, the Ambassador Program and Humans of
Campbell River will continue to expand to ensure that content is representative of the community makeup.

Quantifiable Objectives:
● Increased newsletter subscribers, clicks, and conversions to partner pages and sites.

● Maintain year-round hotel occupancy above 70% (Average: 74.9% in 2019; 67.81% in 2021).

● Increase shoulder- and low-season occupancy by 10% (Average: 63.4% in 2019; 60.85% 2021).

● Increase Campbell River's reputation as a tourism destination in target markets and segments as
measured by:

o Increasing Tourism Sentiment Score® year-over-year.

o Increasing the total annual volume of online conversation to more than 50,000 (38,000 in 2019).

● Increase Campbell River’s Tourism Sentiment Score® (2021’s TSI score was 23).

Rationale:
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The more aligned our visitor economy is, the stronger the collective voice of tourism in Campbell River will
be. It is essential that marketing efforts both with Destination Campbell River and throughout the industry
and community are coordinated and intentional. Destination Campbell River can add value to the visitor
economy by providing marketing and promotional guidance and support.

Strategically harnessing and influencing storytelling involves a solid understanding of communication
methods, channels, and audiences, but is ultimately about delivering immersive, unforgettable experiences
and personal connections to people who will be compelled to become advocates for the destination.

Destination Campbell River is supporting DBC’s Touring and Exploring approach with efforts that feature
the elasticity of Campbell River to neighbouring communities and parks based on the definition that:

● A journey to the Strathcona region encompasses many opportunities to explore several destinations
and activities over multiple days.

● Experiences focus on a wide range of attractions and activities with the general intent of exploring BC
(i.e. no one specific motivator is driving the trip-planning).

● Touring campaigns include multiple activities with different target audiences and different messaging.

● The journey may be within a specific area, or it may encompass more than one area.

Action Steps:
● Work with partners to expand Campbell River itineraries.

● Work with the City to identify how YBL messaging can increase direct travel behaviour.

● Create quarterly marketing plans for YBL to increase awareness among connections and carriers.

● City of Campbell River will consult with the TAC around quarterly marketing objectives as it relates to
YBL and industry alignment.

● Publication of blogs and written content aligned with feature itineraries.

● Monitor and respond to social engagement on advertising.

● Manage content updates to align with seasonal offerings for consumer e-news.

● Coordinate changes to the main DMO website to reflect relevant campaign messaging and efforts.

● Campaign reporting, including monthly status updates and a final year-end report.

● Media management and optimization.

● Creation of campaign assets for paid media spend including display, Facebook, streaming and native
ads.

● Planning and reporting cadence:

o Q1 content planning; Subscriber e-news.

o Q1 content scheduling and execution; Q2 content planning.

o Q1 report and analysis; Q2 adjustments; Subscriber e-news.

o Q2 Content scheduling and execution; Q3 content planning.

o Q2 report and analysis; Q3 adjustments; Subscriber e-news.

o Q3 content scheduling and execution; Q4 content planning.

o Q3 report and analysis; Q4 adjustments; Subscriber e-news.

o Q4 content scheduling and execution; content theme planning.

Potential Partnerships:
● Local ambassadors and content creators.
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● Brand influencers.

● Regional communities and/or Chambers of Commerce.

● Strathcona Regional District.

● Destination BC #explorebc.

● Destination Canada.

● Registered DMO industry partners and area attractions.

● Wei Wai Kum, We Wai Kai, Homalco, Klahoose Economic Development, and Indigenous-owned
businesses.

● Indigenous tour operators; leaders, Elders and knowledge keepers.

● Indigenous Tourism BC.

● North Island Pride Society.

● BC Parks.

● BC Rec Sites and Trails.

● Non-profit organizations; festival and event coordinators.

● Various local industry partners to help in hosting media familiarization trips and CR itinerary storylines.

● Private partnerships – co-hosting

● Non-traditional retail sponsors, such as outdoor gear providers.

● Local media (broadcast, print, digital).

Resources:
● Destination Campbell River marketing staff.

● Destination Think agency support & marketing team.

● Visitor Services team.

● Media and Public Relations at the City of Campbell River.

● Economic Development of Campbell River.

● YBL management and team.

● Business representation from Areas A, B, C, D (e.g. Discovery Islands, Oyster River), and regional
representatives from neighbouring municipalities and Nations.

● Industry partner discounts, comps, and in-kind donations.

● Think X research through the Tourism Sentiment Index dashboard.

● Destination BC research department.

● Industry participation.
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Sources of Funding:
● MRDT.

● City of Campbell River Tourism Funds.

● Strathcona Regional District (SRD) municipal investments (Zeballos, Gold River, Tahsis, Sayward).

● Regional industry partners, including regional private partners in lieu of rural SRD support.

● Destination BC Co-op Marketing Partnerships Program funding.

Timeframe: (when will the tactic begin and end or is it ongoing?)

These marketing activities will be ongoing throughout 2023.

Budget:
● Media advertising and production.

● Sector-led marketing partnerships.

● Marketing staff and agency strategic support.

● Website.

● Social media management (earned and paid).

● CrowdRiff digital asset management platform.

● Print and digital collateral design and distribution.

● Travel media relations and influencers.

● Content and asset acquisition (imagery, video, written content)

Total Budget allocation is totalled with the Marketing project below as part of Strategy 6.

Performance measures:
Outputs

● Maintain active social media channels: FB, IG, Pinterest, TikTok, Snapchat, and Twitter.

● Regular consumer e-news communications.

● An increased number of quality assets, including UGC, images, videos, and written articles.

Outcomes

● Impactful social media audience engagement and advocacy.

● An increase in web analytics: # of visitors, page views, and referral traffic to partners.

● Positive media stories on Campbell River

● Increased volume of conversations promoting Campbell River, measured through TSI.

● In paid media: Positive trends in reach, cost per click, engagement, clicks, and video views.

● Successful sector Co-op post-project report metrics.

● Increased newsletter subscribers, opens, clicks, and conversions.

● High festival and event attendance.
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Major Category: Destination Management (Strategy 8)
Activity Title: Stimulate a four-season reputation through niche promotions

Activities: 2022 Spring Campaign, Niche campaigns, Fishing 2.0, Cold Water Diving, Natural
Harmony

Tactics:
● Continuous analysis of niche market segments to inform strategic planning.

● Ongoing niche market research.

● Paid media advertising and production: Display, Instagram, and Facebook Video.

● Consumer e-news updates.

● Promotions and contesting.

● Consumer-focused niche asset development, including imagery, video, and written content.

● Influencer partnerships.

● Industry development and training.

● Maintain registered industry partner renewals and encourage active participation.

● Industry workshops and engagement sessions.

● Share market research findings with partners.

● Industry satisfaction survey.

● Invest in and monitor market research indicators: Occupancy, rate, online sentiment, visitor volume,
and surveys.

Implementation Plan:

Short Description:
Destination Campbell River will target niche activity development to extend tourism offerings beyond the
high season in an effort to smooth out the effects of seasonality. We will host facilitated sessions to keep
the tourism industry apprised of niche tourism trends, professional development opportunities, in-house
staff supports, and Destination Think agency-led workshops and programs. We will adapt according to
need and the feasibility of meeting in person. To support an increase in off-season visitation, DCR will
continue to build upon developed strategies and campaigns for targeted niche markets. This project will be
informed by the project below called “Build an annual capacity and demand plan and develop experiences
to fill seasonal gaps”. These targeted niche markets will attract high-value visitors (economic, social, and
environmental value) that holistically benefit the visitor economy ecosystem. Identified niche markets to be
targeted again in 2023 include Fishing 2.0, Scuba Diving, and Nature-Based Travellers, by creating strong
consumer journeys through thoughtful itinerary development on micro landing pages that connect visitors to
more than a singular experience within the destination. These three key niches for Campbell River create
an overarching marketing campaign that aligns its messaging with seasonal visitation gaps and destination
development objectives.

Tourism Sentiment Index will provide an additional layer of insight based on analysis of online
conversations about Campbell River niches. Sentiment analysis identifies perceptions of tourism
experiences, which will assist in content planning, delivery, and identifying new channels and general
sentiment to engage with potential visitors appropriately online.
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Quantifiable Objectives:
● Increase the number of off-season visitors who book within the niche experience products.

● Increase the length of stay of off-season visitors.

● Increase shoulder and low-season occupancy by 10% (Average: 63.4% in 2019; 60.85% 2021).

● Alleviate pressure on high-season demand with sustainable growth of the shoulder season.

Rationale:
Dependency on the summer high season has placed businesses and operators in a feast-or-famine cycle.
Expanding operating seasons and stoking interest in niche experiences during shoulder seasons would
allow for capital re-investments and more sustainable growth. This would also allow operators to scale up
staffing levels and keep them working year round. Better staffing levels would mitigate rehiring and
retention challenges while strengthening product experiences.

A niche marketing strategy will allow Campbell River to continue to build a strong brand and reputation
within passionate traveller communities. This strategy purposefully moves away from a visitor economy
with a generic reputation. Instead, the strategy will differentiate the city from its competition by leveraging
the strengths of its destination identity (Place DNA®). The identified niches work well within Tourism’s Big
Shift (November, 2021 Destination Canada), where key trends around Responsible Travel, Domestic
Travel, Indigenous Connection, Wild for Wilderness and Affluent Travel Boom align with niche market
segments within Campbell River.

Action Steps:
● Update strategies and finalize action plans for niches that were not completed in 2022.

● Execute campaigns for each of the three identified niches (throughout 2023).

● Engage with operators to understand themes and demands from their perspectives to determine if any
of the niches need destination management support.

● Conduct research to determine if there are any other niche opportunities that should be pursued.

● Measure progress according to outputs and outcomes identified below in the performance measures
section.

● Reporting cadence: Monthly summary, quarterly reports of progress to date.

Potential Partnerships:
● Registered DMO industry partners and area attractions.

● Indigenous tour operators, galleries, leaders, Elders, and knowledge keepers.

● Wei Wai Kum, We Wai Kai, Homalco, Klahoose Economic Development, and Indigenous-owned
businesses.

● Indigenous Tourism BC.

● North Island Pride Society.

● Destination BC.

● BC Parks.

● BC Rec Sites and Trails.

● Brand ambassadors and non-traditional partnerships.
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● Media outlets.

● Campbell River Association of Tour Operators (CRAT).

● Campbell River Arts Council.

● The Sociable Scientists.

Resources:
● Destination Campbell River marketing staff.

● Think X research through the Tourism Sentiment Index dashboard.

● Destination Think agency support and research team.

● Visitor Services team.

● City of Campbell River.

● Economic Development Thought Exchange.

● Industry partner engagement.

Sources of Funding:
● MRDT.

● City of Campbell River Tourism Funds.

● Destination BC Co-op Marketing Partnerships Program funding.

Timeframe: (when will the tactic begin and end or is it ongoing?)

● Ongoing throughout 2023.

Budget:
● Staff wages.

● Campaign expenses.

● Strategic support services.

● Industry and partner engagement activities.

● Industry development and training.

● Product experience enhancement and training.

● Research, evaluation, and analytics.

● Events, sport, and film attraction support.

BUDGET TOTAL FOR STRATEGY 6 under Marketing : $542,000

Performance measures:
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Outputs
● Industry alignment with niche strategies.

● Audience engagement and advocacy.

● Microsite landing page visits and itinerary downloads.

● Niche campaign results, CTR, e-news subscribers, partner outlinks.

Outcomes
● Impactful social audience engagement and advocacy.

● An increase in web analytics: # of visitors, page views, microsite visits, itinerary downloads, and
referral traffic to partners.

● Increased number of e-news subscribers.

● Positive media stories on Campbell River speaking about these niches

● Increased volume of conversations promoting Campbell River, measured through TSI.

● In paid media: Positive trends in reach, cost per click, engagement, clicks, and video views.

● Increase the length of stay of offseason visitors to 2-3 nights.

● Increase shoulder and low-season occupancy by 10%.

● Increase shoulder season ADR by 5%.
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Major Category: Destination management and experience
enhancement (Strategy 4)
Activity Title: Build an annual capacity and demand plan and develop experiences to fill seasonal gaps

Activities: Market Research, Partner Engagement, Strategic Destination Development

Tactics:
● Provincial market research.

● Visitor economy engagement.

● Visitor survey.

● Customer journey mapping.

● COVID impact assessment.

● Validation with the tourism industry and partners.

● Continuous analysis of occupancy rates and ADR to inform strategic planning.

● Ongoing niche market research.

● Industry development and training.

● Maintain registered industry partner renewals and encourage active participation.

● Industry workshops and engagement sessions.

● Share market research findings with partners.

● Industry satisfaction survey.

● Invest in and monitor market research indicators: Occupancy, rate, online sentiment, visitor volume,
and surveys.

Implementation Plan:
Short Description:
Using previous capacity and demand research, Destination Campbell River will assess the destination’s
current annual capacity, comparing it with evolving demand and the collective vision for the visitor
economy. The goal is to determine gaps and opportunities, with a particular focus on addressing offseason
needs. This project will begin with industry research and analysis of the visitor economy (through a visitor
experience survey to be completed late fall 2022) to determine the current state. The result will be an
action plan to support the visitor economy. The plan will inform two of the other projects: “Stimulate a
four-season reputation through niche promotions” and “Grow and mature experiences and supporting
services”. A non-siloed approach to this work will ensure alignment with provincial and national plans to
develop seamless initiatives that consumers, media, and travel trade will engage with. Working with the
local community and supporting organizations, we will determine new ways to compete in the marketing
landscape to ensure Campbell River is presented as the ideal destination for both experienced and first
time visitors.
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Quantifiable Objectives:
● Increase the number of available inventory of beds in accommodations (currently 533; target is 700).

● Maintain year-round hotel occupancy over 70% (Average: 74.9% in 2019; 67.81% in 2021).

● Increase shoulder and low-season occupancy by 10% (Average: 63.4% in 2019; 60.85% 2021).

● Increase the number of year-round, locally owned businesses.

● Increase the number of shoulder season visitors and bookings with experience products.

● Increase shoulder season visitor sentiment.

Rationale:
The Campbell River tourism industry needs to study the opportunities for demand in order to identify where
products and experiences need to be developed further. 65% of people who participated in Destination
Think’s partner survey thought “building the off-season” was important. To this end, resources need to be
allocated efficiently. This project provides strategic planning that will allow DCR to make data-driven
decisions. It will involve customer journey mapping to understand where there are opportunities to
strengthen experiences. For example, to address the lack of restaurant availability after a tour finishes late
in the day, a tour operator could be partnered with a food and beverage provider for a targeted offering.

Action Steps:
● Conduct desktop research to assess the capacity and demand.

● Engage with the visitor economy via interviews and surveys.

● Determine if any additional studies need to be conducted to gather sufficient information.

● Analyze the information collected.

● Develop an action plan.

● Present findings back to the visitor economy.

● Present findings back to the City.

● Identify relevant grants and funding sources.

● Implement action plan recommendations.

● Reporting cadence: Monthly summary, quarterly reports of progress to date.

Potential Partnerships:
● BC DMO Association.

● Tourism Industry Association of BC.

● Destination BC.

● Indigenous Tourism BC.

● Wei Wai Kum, We Wai Kai, Homalco, Klahoose Economic Development, and Indigenous-owned
businesses.

● Smith Travel Research.

● Green Key and carbon offset companies.

● North Island Marine Mammal Stewardship Society (NIMMSA).
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● Campbell River Association of Tour Operators (CRAT).

● Campbell River Arts Council.

● BC Hydro.

● BC Parks.

● BC Parks Foundation.

● Recreation Sites and Trails BC.

● The Sociable Scientists.

● Tidemark Theatre.

● Museum at Campbell River.

● Local Indigenous leaders.

Resources:
● Destination Campbell River marketing staff.

● Think X research through the Tourism Sentiment Index and COVID-19 dashboards.

● Destination Think agency support & research team.

● Visitor services team.

● City of Campbell River Economic Development.

● Economic Development Thought Exchange.

● Industry partner engagement.

Sources of Funding:
● MRDT.

● City of Campbell River Tourism Funds.

● Strathcona Regional District (SRD) municipal investments (Zeballos, Gold River, Tahsis, Sayward).

● Regional industry partners, including regional private partners in lieu of rural SRD support.

● Destination BC Co-op Marketing Partnerships Program funding.

Timeframe: (when will the tactic begin and end or is it ongoing?)

● Q1 of 2023 (January - March): The initial assessment and development of the annual capacity and
demand plan will be conducted.

● Plan recommendations will be executed throughout the remainder of 2023.
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Budget:
● Staff wages.

● Communications/marketing expenses.

● Research and strategic support services.

● Industry/partner engagement activities.

BUDGET TOTAL FOR STRATEGY 4 under Destination & Product
Experience Management : $30,000

Performance measures:
Outputs
● Develop an annual capacity and demand plan.

● Implement recommendations from the plan.

Outcomes
● Identified 5+ gaps/activities that need to be improved.

● Increased shoulder season visitor sentiment.

● Increase in ADR and occupancy in shoulder season.
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Major Category: Destination management and experience
enhancement (Strategy 5)
Activity Title: Grow and mature experiences and supporting services

Activities: Industry development and training, Research & Evaluation, Visitor Services

Tactics:
● Industry development and training (Host a minimum of two professional development sessions for

partners; maintain Tourism Tuesday one-on-one sessions and Tourism Town Hall series).

● Maintain registered industry partner renewals and encourage active participation.

● Industry workshops and engagement sessions

● Share market research findings.

● Industry satisfaction survey.

● Destination market research analysis.

● Visitor economy engagement.

● Annual tactical planning.

● Alignment with industry partners and TIABC.

● Invest in monitoring market research indicators: Occupancy rate, online sentiment, visitor volume,
survey.

● Share market research findings with the City of Campbell River Economic Development.

Implementation Plan:
Short Description:
The purpose of this project is to improve visitor economy offerings and experiences to enhance the
competitive advantage of this industry. Since the City of Campbell River is leading overarching economic
development through its Economic Development Strategic Plan, we will collaborate with them to align
related tourism activities. Working closely with the tourism industry and other partners, Destination
Campbell River will conduct visitor research to identify gaps in high-priority experiences, understand the
common pain points that operators hear from their guests, and fill gaps in supporting services. This project
will share foundational work with the project called “Build an annual capacity and demand plan and develop
experiences to fill seasonal gaps”. Relationships and connections with the industry will be strengthened
when Destination Campbell River is available to support, coach and receive industry feedback directly from
local partners about industry trends, threats, opportunities, and shared learning. This is necessary to
reimagine the future of tourism for the region, keeping reconciliation and sustainability at the core of all
decision making.

Quantifiable Objectives:
● Increase the number of available inventory of beds in accommodations (currently 533; target is 700).

● Increase hotel average daily rate (ADR) ($113 in 2020; $130 in 2021; target is $150).

● Maintain year-round hotel occupancy over 70% (Average: 74.9% in 2019; 67.81% in 2021).

● Increase shoulder and low-season occupancy by 10% (Average: 63.4% in 2019; 60.85% in 2021).

● Increase Tourism Sentiment Score®.

Rationale:
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As Campbell River matures beyond its core experiences to become a year-round destination, the
sustainable management of tourism in the region will help differentiate the destination. Together, all
partners will need to make sure that everything needed for a holistic tourism experience matures as well.
Examples include everything from increasing high-quality entertainment options to lengthening restaurant
opening hours.

Over 70% of the Campbell River tourism industry surveyed by Destination Think agreed that “limited hours
of operation by some small businesses do not align with visitor needs.” 70% also agreed that “Campbell
River needs to improve the aesthetics of the city in order to stay competitive.”

Destination Campbell River will address these needs, in part, through data. We will continue to identify
highest-need marketing based on seasonality and passions through ongoing data analysis of RevPAR,
ADR, and occupancy. We will also evaluate data from paid subscription services including a monthly Smith
Travel Research (STR) Destination Trends Report, AirDNA, and Destination BC indicator dashboards as
available.

Data like this will support the City, potential investors, and nonprofits in securing investment for tourism
infrastructure and future destination development projects. Those projects will increase the city’s long-term
attractiveness and community amenities. There is the potential for lasting, legacy impacts on the
community in line with Economic Development goals.

Action Steps:
● Conduct desktop research to understand current needs.

● Engage with the visitor economy via interviews and surveys.

● Analyze the information collected.

● Develop an action plan in collaboration with identified partners.

● Share findings with visitor economy partners.

● Identify relevant grant and funding sources to grow and mature the available experiences.

● Implement action plan recommendations.

● Maintain a regular Tourism Town Hall series to address topical issues and industry opportunities.

● Host meetings as required in different sectors, such as charter fishing guides, marine operators, food
and beverage providers, accommodations, events and attractions, art, culture and heritage.

● Engage with industry partners through in person meetings, email, telephone, and e-newsletters to
increase partner participation in DMO programs and analysis of destination development
opportunities.

● Regular meetings with the City, Wei Wai Kai, We Wai Kum, Homalco, Klahoose, and other First
Nations leaders and members on establishing a shared understanding toward a vision for destination
development, infrastructure projects, language considerations, and potential partnerships.

● Reporting cadence: Monthly summary, quarterly reports of progress to date.

Potential Partnerships:
● Registered DMO industry partners, and area attractions.
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● Indigenous tour operators, leaders, Elders, and knowledge keepers.

● Wei Wai Kum, We Wai Kai, Homalco, Klahoose Economic Development, and Indigenous-owned
businesses.

● Indigenous Tourism BC.

● Destination BC.

● Non-profit organizations; festival and event coordinators.

● Sector partners (Mountain Bike BC, Fishing BC, and Golf Vancouver Island).

● Private partnerships for co-hosting fam tours.

● Non-traditional brand sponsors.

● Local media (broadcast, print, and digital).

● City of Campbell River Economic Development.

● Visitor economy and industry-aligned operators.

Resources:
● Destination Campbell River marketing staff.

● Think X research through the Tourism Sentiment Index dashboard.

● Destination Think agency support and research team.

● Visitor services team.

● City of Campbell River.

● Economic Development Thought Exchange.

● Industry partner engagement.

Sources of Funding:
● MRDT.

● City of Campbell River Tourism Funds.

Timeframe: (when will the tactic begin and end or is it ongoing?)

● The initial assessment and development of the action plan will be conducted during Q1 of 2023.

● Plan recommendations will be executed throughout the remainder of 2023.

Budget:
● Staff wages.

● Workshops.
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● Communications/marketing expenses.

● Strategic support services.

● Industry/partner engagement activities.

BUDGET TOTAL FOR STRATEGY 5 under Destination & Product
Experience Management: $30,000.00

Performance measures:
Outputs
● Develop an action plan.

● Share findings with the visitor economy.

● Conduct an annual survey amongst residents to measure levels of support for tourism.

● Partner Portal resource downloads.

● Ensure consistent fixed-roof accommodation participation in ADR and occupancy data collection by
using STR Destination Trend reports.

● Increased partner engagement in workshops, focus groups, and sector consultations.

● Generate four quarterly progress reports to gauge progress against the annual plan; share learnings
with registered partners and community partners.

Outcomes
o Increased accommodation capacity.

o Increased hotel average daily rate.

o Maintain year-round hotel occupancy above 70%.

o Increased shoulder and low-season occupancy by 10%.

o Increased Tourism Sentiment Score®.

o Achieve 75% partner satisfaction (based on partner survey).
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Major Category: Destination management and experience
enhancement (Strategy 2)
Activity Title: Build relationships with the Indigenous communities to steward the destination
collaboratively and equitably

Activities: Collateral production development, Marketing, Asset development, Industry training and
development, Product experience enhancement and training

Tactics:
● Partner mapping: Work with the City, First Nations, neighbouring community leaders, and industry

partners to share infrastructure and amenity plans; maximize partnership capacity to develop new
products and experiences.

● Conduct semi-annual program reviews with registered industry partners, the Tourism Advisory
Committee and City of Campbell River Council to review learnings, updates, and developments.

● Industry resource around addressing equitable and sustainable destination development.

● Networking and relationship building.

● Local, regional, and provincial advocacy efforts.

● Internal learning and development to strengthen annual and strategic planning.

● Festivals and events.

Implementation Plan:
Short Description:
This project will be one stage in a long-term effort to build deep, authentic relationships with Indigenous
communities. Collaboration will occur with Wei Wai Kai, We Wai Kum, Homalco, Klahoose, and other First
Nations in an effort to establish a shared understanding of communication and protocols, destination
development vision, and marketing partnerships. This strategy recognizes the responsibility to partner and
collaborate with Indigenous communities and leaders, and it pursues the opportunity to expand Indigenous
experiences throughout the visitor economy. Engagement, advocacy, and supportive efforts will follow the
principle that Indigenous initiatives should be led by Indigenous communities.

Quantifiable Objectives:
● Continue to build relationships and collaborate with local Indigenous Nations.

● Increase Indigenous sentiment in a partner satisfaction survey.

● Increase Indigenous content and messaging in collaboration with Nations.

Rationale:
Indigenous culture is very present in Campbell River and is often a draw for visitors to the region. There are
Indigenous wildlife guides, world-renowned artists, displays of art and carvings, annual cultural events, and
informative museum displays. Over 70% of the local tourism industry surveyed by Destination Think during
the development of the Five-Year Strategic Plan agreed that “Campbell River’s Indigenous tourism
opportunities are underdeveloped and need to be prioritized (in partnership with Indigenous communities).”
Connecting visitors to local Indigenous, living culture is an opportunity for growth, inclusion, and
representation within the local tourism economy and the community as a whole. It is crucial that the
Campbell River tourism industry establishes how to best work together with local Indigenous communities
to understand and support Indigenous tourism objectives in Campbell River.
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Action Steps:
● Identify the Indigenous partners that need to be engaged.

● Set up regular meetings with key Indigenous partners.

● Work with the City of Campbell River to ensure alignment.

● Identify Indigenous-led initiatives that overlap with the visitor economy’s vision and mission.

● Determine tactics for advocating for and supporting Indigenous led initiatives.

● Measure progress via an Indigenous partner survey.

● Reporting cadence: Monthly summary, quarterly reports of progress to date.

Potential Partnerships:
● Wei Wai Kum, We Wai Kai, Homalco, Klahoose Economic Development, and Indigenous-owned

businesses.

● Indigenous Tour Operators, leaders, Elders, and knowledge keepers.

● Indigenous Tourism BC.

● Destination BC.

● Non-profit organizations; festival and event coordinators.

● Registered DMO industry partners and area attractions.

● City of Campbell River.

● Brand ambassadors and non-traditional partnerships.

Resources:
● Wei Wai Kum, We Wai Kai, Homalco, and Klahoose Nation representatives.

● Destination Campbell River marketing staff.

● Think X research through the Tourism Sentiment Index dashboard.

● Destination Think agency support and research team.

● Visitor services team.

● City of Campbell River.

● Economic Development Thought Exchange.

● Industry partner engagement.

Sources of Funding:
● MRDT.

● City of Campbell River Tourism Funds.

● Indigenous Tourism BC.

Timeframe: (when will the tactic begin and end or is it ongoing?)
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● Ongoing throughout 2023.

Budget:
● Workshops.

● Industry and partner engagement activities.

● Industry development and training.

● Product experience enhancement and training.

● Research, evaluation, and analytics.

BUDGET TOTAL FOR STRATEGY 2 under Destination & Product
Experience Management: $30,000.00

Performance measures:
Outputs
● Gain a deeper understanding of Indigenous communities’ objectives.

● Update assets (print, media, communications, and storytelling) to reflect Indigenous voices.

● Increase Indigenous content and messaging in collaboration with First Nations.

● Conduct regular engagement sessions.

● Conduct an Indigenous satisfaction survey.

Outcomes
● Increased Indigenous sentiment via partner survey.

● Increased engagement with the industry as a whole to support and elevate Indigenous voices.
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Major Category: Destination management and experience
enhancement (Strategy 3)
Activity Title: Work towards a regenerative visitor economy through climate action and other
environmental initiatives

Activities: Industry development and training, Research & Evaluation, Marketing

Tactics:
● Environmental benchmarking and ongoing measurement.

● Eco-certification.

● Festivals and events.

● Industry workshops and engagement sessions.

● Targeted marketing and promotion.

● Educational campaigns.

● Provincial market research.

● Visitor economy engagement.

● Customer journey mapping.

● COVID-19 impact assessment.

● Validating plans with the tourism industry and partners

● Continuous analysis of occupancy rates and ADR to inform strategic planning.

● Industry development and training.

● Share research findings.

● Industry satisfaction survey.

● Invest in and monitor market research indicators: Occupancy, rate, online sentiment, visitor volume,
surveys.

Implementation Plan:
Short Description:
The local tourism industry has collectively identified the need for impactful environmental stewardship and
planning. This was revealed through engagement, interviews, and surveys when creating the Five-Year
Strategic Plan. Effective progress will involve regular measurement, effective engagement, and meaningful
action. The first step is to establish benchmarks by evaluating existing environmental impacts and
performance within the local tourism sector. Before Campbell River can meaningfully measure and
communicate its commitment to change, the community needs to understand the current state and define
the goals ahead. Then, the local tourism industry will be able to communicate its progress locally and to the
outside world.  A climate action plan is currently underway, and the annual baseline of greenhouse gas
(GHG) emissions emitted by Campbell River’s visitor economy was estimated at 35,546 tCO2e.
Measurement activities will be iterative and ongoing as data sources and collection improve. Continuous
engagement in the visitor economy is needed to ensure that collective ambitions are reached. Meaningful
change will only be achieved through industry collaboration. After sufficient benchmarking and
engagement, environmental action will be pursued according to annual strategies. Goals will be
re-evaluated periodically.

During this process, it is helpful to remember that Campbell River is not alone on this journey. Many
businesses, brands, organizations, and tourism destinations are assessing their environmental impacts.
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Destination Campbell River looks outwards for blueprints, case studies, and insights. Aligning with
Destination BC’s Stewardship goals is important, as is acknowledging that sustainability does not only
affect the environment, but also the socio-economic health of places, including reconciliation efforts,
cultural health indicators, and resident quality of life. Destination Campbell River can also draw upon local
innovation for inspiration. There are significant opportunities in Campbell River’s visitor economy for
environmental action in the categories of communication, awareness, operational efficiencies, and new
experience development.

Quantifiable Objectives:
● Participate in reducing greenhouse gas emissions by the tourism industry.

● Reduce tourism's impact on local ecosystems.

Rationale:
Our natural environment is the heart and soul of our visitor economy, and everyone needs to steward it
accordingly. Strong environmental practices are not only necessary to protect Campbell River’s natural
assets, but are also important in building trust with locals and visitors. Consumers and visitors are
increasingly mindful of tourism’s environmental impact and seek to spend their money in businesses and
places that are transparent in their support for environmental causes. A 2016 study by Sustainable Travel
International and Mandala Research revealed that eco-tourists tend to stay longer, spend more, and
believe they have a responsibility to respect the destination.

Action Steps:
● Select a sustainability platform to manage measurement and initiatives.

● Establish environmental measurement benchmarks.

● Consider pursuing environmental certification.

● Engage partners to determine the level of ambition and priorities.

● Develop a strategic action plan.

● Prioritize which actions should be pursued in 2023.

● Engage with Wei Wai Kum, We Wai Kai, Homalco, and Klahoose community leaders.

● Identify grants and funding opportunities.

● Identify strategic partners.

● Execute priority initiatives.

● Measure progress.

● Reporting cadence: Monthly summary, quarterly reports of progress to date.

Potential Partnerships:
● Greenstep and carbon offset companies.
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● Wilderness International.

● North Island Marine Mammal Stewardship Society (NIMMSA).

● Campbell River Association of Tour Operators (CRAT).

● BC Hydro.

● BC Parks.

● BC Parks Foundation.

● Recreation Sites & Trails BC.

● Sustainable technology companies.

● Indigenous Tourism BC.

● Destination BC.

● Wei Wai Kum, We Wai Kai, Homalco, Klahoose Economic Development, and Indigenous-owned
businesses.

● Indigenous community members and leaders.

● Non-profit organizations; festival and event coordinators.

● Registered DMO industry partners and area attractions.

● City of Campbell River.

Resources:
● Destination Campbell River marketing staff.

● Destination Think agency support and research team.

● Think X research through the Tourism Sentiment Index dashboard.

● Visitor Services team.

● City of Campbell River.

● Economic Development Thought Exchange.

● Industry partner engagement.

● BC DMO Association.

● Tourism Industry Association of BC.

● Destination BC.

● Indigenous Tourism BC.

● Smith Travel Research.

Sources of Funding:
● MRDT.

● City of Campbell River Tourism Funds.
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● 4VI.

Timeframe: (when will the tactic begin and end or is it ongoing?)

● Ongoing throughout 2023.

Budget:
● Strategic support services.

● Staff wages.

● Workshops.

● Industry/partner engagement activities.

BUDGET TOTAL FOR STRATEGY 3 under Destination & Product
Experience Management : $80,000.00

Performance measures:
Outputs
● Complete annual environmental assessments.

● Execute recommendations from the environmental assessment.

Outcomes
● Engagement metrics for communication efforts.

● Reduce tourism's impact on local ecosystems.

● Industry satisfaction survey results.
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Major Category: Visitor centre
Activity Title: Visitor Experience Program; Ancillary “Toasty” Activation & Community Outreach

Tactics:
● Year-round Visitor Centre operations.

● Mobile visitor centre operations (Toasty).

● Visitor welcoming services at key events.

● Festivals and events participation.

● Social media monitoring.

Implementation Plan:
● Provide visitors with friendly, motivating, accurate, and up-to-date travel information and services in an

inclusive and non-partisan manner.

● Work with the City to ensure a safe environment is created and maintained for staff and visitors
specifically related to public washrooms and security.

● Evaluate seasonal hours of operation and usage stats at the Visitor Centre in order to meet visitors’
needs and maintain efficiencies.

● Host and participate in industry product knowledge and familiarization tours and opportunities.

● Review current visitor services offerings and possible partnerships to extend impact and generate
cost-offsetting revenue.

● Visitor Centre will provide inclusive customer service training for all staff, display inclusive signage,
and include pronouns on name badges year-round.

● Remain an active and engaged member of the downtown and cultural district.  As part of this, DCR will
sponsor Pride, National Indigenous Peoples Day events and provide guest assistance leading up to
and during these events.

● Educate other visitor centres in the Visitor Centre Network about Campbell River with comprehensive
tools and information about the area.

● Enhance exposure for operators outside of the main Tyee Plaza Visitor Centre location, including
through social media, website, and itinerary development.

● Maintain “Toasty” the mobile visitor services van in order to stock and supply visitor resources at
events. Use Toasty to animate visitor services and in-market promotions by engaging and interacting
with guests with on-brand games, prizes, and incentives for participation.

● Participate and support city activation events that encourage locals and visitors to experience
downtown core activities; CR Live Streets, seasonal markets, BIA events, etc.

Short Description:
The Visitor Centre is an important touch point within the community for visitors looking to access
information and learn more about how to experience the destination. Our goal is to add value to that
experience and strengthen the local visitor economy through positive interactions. To achieve that goal,
visitor services continue to evolve through training, research, and adaptation. While the co-located Visitor
Centre remains in a high-traffic location downtown, we understand the importance of meeting visitors where
they are.  To ensure we are reaching as many people as possible, the team will regularly set up at key
visitor attractions such as CR Live Streets events, seasonal markets, Elk Falls, Discovery Pier, and on
occasion at City-hosted events. The mobile visitor centre (“Toasty”) allows us to make contact during the
visitor's journey and will provide important services such as wayfinding, experience recommendations,
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troubleshooting, or simply a friendly face to speak with. These interactions strengthen the overall visitor
experience while giving the visitor services team the opportunity to learn more about visitor demographics,
interests, needs, and destination development opportunities. The Visitor Centre personifies the Campbell
River brand story to visitors in-destination, enhancing their experience and encouraging repeat visits.

Quantifiable Objectives:
● Increase Tourism Sentiment Score® (2021’s TSI score was 23).

● Increase visitor satisfaction as measured by reviews and ratings (Tripadvisor, Google).

● Protect and grow visitor satisfaction in the visitor and 2SLGBTQ+ experience survey.

Rationale:
The Visitor Centre and its staff are the faces of Destination Campbell River. They represent what the
community stands for. The Visitor Centre often shapes a visitor’s first impression of the city, and the
community’s values and vision must be embodied within the experience. To ensure a great first impression,
staff carry out thoughtful, strategic activities that improve Campbell River’s reputation and brand. The
Visitor Centre generates positive word of mouth by sharing curated stories of Campbell River and creative
itineraries based on travel passions and interests. Staff identify cohesive connections within the community
through stories of people, places, and local offerings. Beyond the regular print materials and wayfinding,
the Visitor Centre team is there to curate a custom experience and inform travellers of opportunities that
they may have otherwise missed. A successful Visitor Centre has a strong positive impact on awareness of
experiences, local pride, and word-of-mouth recommendations for the community and its services.

Action Steps:
● Operate brick-and-mortar downtown Visitor Centre throughout the year.

o Visitor Centre team assisting visitors.

o Distributing visitors guides and visitor maps.

o Industry engagement and product knowledge sessions and promotion.

● Remain an active and engaged member of the downtown and cultural districts.

● Support partners’ events by providing on-site visitor services.

● Q1: Reporting and analyzing prior year activities.

● Q1: Updating and publishing Destination Campbell River visitor publications.

● Q1: Apply for Destination BC Visitor Services Network Grant.

● Q1: Apply for Canada Summer Jobs Grant.

● Q2: Research and ordering merchandise for retail.

● Q2: Partner engagement and learning sessions.

● Q2: Event support planning with City departments and industry.

● Q3: Operate “Toasty” the mobile visitor centre for local events and activations.

● Q3: Execute pop-up visitor services activations during the summer at high-traffic locations.

● Q4: Execute ”surprise-and-delight” pop ups during the spring and fall to support campaign efforts and
enhance visitor experience during shoulder seasons.
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● Reporting cadence: Monthly summary, quarterly reports of progress to date.

Potential Partnerships:
● Wei Wai Kum, We Wai Kai, Homalco, Klahoose Economic Development, and Indigenous-owned

businesses.

● Indigenous community members and leaders.

● Non-profit organizations; festival & event coordinators.

● Registered DMO industry partners and area attractions to assist in familiarization tours and staff
product knowledge training..

● City of Campbell River.

● Host locations for Toasty remote visitor experience activations.

● Local makers and wholesalers for retail inventory curation.

● Volunteers and sponsored ambassadors.

● Private partnerships.

● North Island Pride Society.

● Non-traditional brand sponsors.

● Campbell River Chamber of Commerce.

● Campbell River Art Gallery.

Resources:
● Full-time VIC staff and seasonal staff, including a dedicated roving counsellor who operates Toasty.

● Destination Campbell River team.

● Destination Think agency support.

● Destination BC Visitor Centre Network.

● BC Parks Foundation.

Sources of Funding:
● Summer Student Job Grant.

● Apply annually for three grants.

● Retail revenues.

● Visitor racking fees.

● Destination BC Visitor Services Network Grant.

● City of Campbell River Tourism Funding and facility maintenance.

Timeframe: (when will the tactic begin and end or is it ongoing?)

● These services will be ongoing throughout 2023.
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● Winter hours are in effect through the May long weekend (Thursday-Saturday the VC is open,
Tuesday-Wednesday is for office hours only).

● Spring hours: May long weekend - June 30 (Tuesday - Saturday 9-5).

● Summer hours: July 1 - Labour Day, 7 days a week, add seasonal roving Toasty handler for eight
weeks in-community.

Budget:
● Staff: Wages, benefits, burden, and travel.

● Visitor services activities (maintenance, utilities, etc.).

● Cost of goods: Retail.

● Festival and event support (attendance and promos).

● Maps, brochures, and wayfinding materials.

Budget Visitor Services & Events : $132,000

Performance measures:
Outputs
● Provide high-level Visitor Centre services.

● Participate at festivals and events.

● Coordinate with local Industry Partners for product knowledge sessions.

● Participate in City event planning and BIA initiatives that align with visitor experiences.

Outcomes
● Increased Tourism Sentiment Score®.

● Increased visitor satisfaction as measured by reviews and ratings (e.g. Tripadvisor and Google).

● Industry satisfaction survey.
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Major Category: Administration
Activity Title: General Office & Operational Expenses

Tactics:
● Regular financial support and oversight.

● Office supplies and workstation purchases.

● Maintain IT networks and security (internet, phones, and software).

● Equipment and leasehold improvements as required.

Rationale
In order to ensure fiscal prudence and fiduciary responsibility, the accounting team at Destination Think
provides accounts payable and receivable functions. Services include systems and processes for cash flow
management, accurate financial reporting, and spending oversight to ensure the budget is tracking as
expected on an ongoing basis.

Quantifiable Objectives
● Monthly financial reconciliations and expense tracking are complete.

● Quarterly reconciliations by project type.

● Ensure administration fees remain below 20% of total budget.

Action Steps
● Semi-weekly: Processing expense reports.

● Monthly: Visitor services and partner program reconciliation.

● Quarterly: Cross-reference GL to ensure all transactions are tracking in the DBC format as required for
MRDT compliance reporting.

● Annually: MRDT reconciliation.

● Spring: Annual financial report support.

● Fall: Annual budget planning support.

Potential Partnerships
● City of Campbell River Economic Development.

Resources
● Destination Think administration and accounting support.

● City of Campbell River Community Centre office space and facility maintenance.

● City of Campbell River Financial Services staff time for MRDT program compliance.

● Ministry of Finance staff support.
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Sources of Funding
● MRDT.

● Timeframe

● Ongoing.

Administration Budget: $ 23,000

Performance measures
Output Measures:
● Number of Tourism Advisory Committee (TAC) meetings held.

● Annual tactical planning review, reporting review.

● Number and type of reports produced for Economic Development and partners.

● TAC recommendation of plans, report, and budget.

● Council approval of plan, reports and budget.

Outcome Measures:
● Ensure administration fees remain below 20% of total budget.
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MRDT Budget for
2023 Tactical Plan
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Designated recipients must complete the budget table as provided below.

Revenues Budget $

Carry-forward from previous calendar year (estimate) 110,000

MRDT 430,000

MRDT from online accommodation platforms 40,000

MRDT Subtotal 470,000

Local government contribution 150,000

Partner contributions (i.e. membership dues) 5,000

Co-op funds received (e.g. DBC Coop; DMO-led projects) 57,000

Grants – Federal 8,000

Grants – Provincial (Visitor Services via DBC) 30,000

Grants/Fee for Service - Municipal 0

Retail Sales 17,000

Interest 0

Other (City funding with descript deliverables as it relates to YBL) 100,000

Total Revenues 947,000

Expenses Budget $

Marketing - Strategy 6

Marketing staff – wage and benefits, burden, travel 225,000

Marketing staff meeting & travel expenses 25,000

Media advertising and production (Always On) 92,000

Media advertising and production (Niche) 60,000

Marketing Partnerships (Sector Led) 10,000

Website - hosting, development, maintenance 8,000

Social media 45,000

Consumer Shows, events 0

Collateral production, and distribution (guide redesign) 30,000

Travel media relations, Influencers 15,000

Travel trade 2,000
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Consumer-focused asset development (imagery, video, written content) 30,000

Other (please describe) 0

Subtotal 542,000

Destination & Product Experience Management

Destination & Product Experience Management Staff – wage and benefits 0

Industry development and training (Strategy 2, 4) 60,000

Product experience enhancement and training (Strategy 5) 30,000

Research, evaluation and analytics (Strategy 3) 80,000

Other (please describe) Strategic Agency Support 25,000

Subtotal 195,000

Visitor Services

Visitor Services activities 127,000

Other : Festival & Event Animation 5,000

Subtotal 132,000

Meetings Conventions, Events & Sport

Meetings, conventions, conferences,  events, sport, grant programs,  etc. 4,000

Subtotal 4,000

Administration

Management and staff unrelated to program implementation – wages and benefits 0

Finance staff – wages and benefits 15,000

Office Expenses 4,000

Information technology costs – workstation-related costs (i.e. computers,
telephone, support, networks) 4,000

Subtotal 23,000

Expenses Budget $

Other

5% Operational Reserve (goal) 41,850

Unassigned Opportunity Marketing Funds 9,150

Subtotal 51,000
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Total Expenses
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Projected spend by market (broad estimate) for leisure activities only & projected percentage of spend
focused on each season (broad estimate) Add more rows as needed.

Geographic
Market

Total
Marketing
Budget by

Market

% of Total $
by Market

% of Total $
for (Jan-Mar)

season

% of Total $ for
(Apr – June)

season

% of Total
$ for (July

– Sept)
season

% of Total
$ for

(Oct-Dec)
season

% total

BC 710,250 75% 30 40 15 15 100%

Alberta 94,700 10% 30 55 10 5 100%

Ontario 47,350 5% 30 55 10 5 100%

Other Canada
(please specify) 100%

Washington State 37,880 4% 30 55 10 5 100%

California 100%

Other USA
(please specify) 100%

Mexico 100%

China 100%

UK 100%

Germany 28,410 3% 45 35 10 10 100%

Australia 100%

Japan 100%

Other International
(Holland) 28,410 3% 45 35 10 10 100%

Total 947,000 100%
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